
To The Deva Bridge Club, 

Hi everyone. A call from the dead! I have unfortunately been untimely ripped from life (a la 

MacDuff) and I’m not really very happy about it because I wanted to play Bridge for many 

more years having put so much time and effort into learning to play! 

Anyway whilst I’m still here I thought I’d just write a little bit about my experiences in 

Bridge. 

My parents were very keen Bridge players having learnt in colonial Nigeria as it was then. So 

when my brother and I reached about 10 and 11 we were made to play with my parents on the 

dining room table in Grassington, Yorkshire. My two younger sisters never played. Because 

we were the oldest we were the chosen pair! 

Anyway I think it was very basic Bridge but I did play on and off until I went to University in 

Leeds where I joined the Bridge club for one year but there were people who actually knew 

how to play properly who thrashed us every week. I didn’t really have much time as I was a 

medical student and they kept us very busy so my Bridge career ended then for about 40 

years. As I was coming up to retirement it was one of the pastimes I wanted to take up again. 

I thought I knew how to play but I went to a beginners Holiday Fellowship course in Brecon 

and realised that I actually didn’t know how to play at all!! 

Anyway whilst I was there I looked up Bridge Clubs near me on the internet and found out 

that Lo and Behold unknown to me the Deva Bridge club was only 15 minutes up the A41! I 

had by then lived in Malpas for many years and never knew it was there. So I JOINED!!!. I 

came to some summer improvers hand play because it was the summer break from lessons 

but started the Improvers course in Sept 2015. I must have gone to Gentle Duplicate as well 

that summer and played with Mike Noakes and Alida Droppert and in September 2015 I 

think I played for the very first time at the club with Hugh Aldred on a Thursday evening and 

we didn’t do too bad. Anyway also in Sept 2015 I made my first attempt at a Wednesday 

afternoon. I didn’t have a partner but I met Janice Mairs who was also coming for the first 

time. From that date we played and learnt together for the next two years memorising 

virtually the whole of No Fear Bridge and we attended the Improvers lessons which gradually 

knocked us into shape. So thanks to Simon and Mo for teaching us. and thanks to Janice for 

playing with me through all those difficult learning experiences. We were relative beginners 

but we tried a lot of advanced conventions above our station– well Multi-Landy, Lebensohl 

defence to1NTand Inverted minors 

I went to several courses by Andrew Robson and Bernard Magee which I loved. 

Eventually Janice and I split up and I went for long holidays in Australia and New Zealand. 

So glad I did them in early retirement before I was due to be struck down. When I came back 

to Deva partnerless, Roy Clifford asked me to play with him. I don’t think he knew what he 

was taking on as I spent a year specialising in trumping his tricks. I think he was lulled into a 

false sense of security because we came top in our first few matches together. Anyway 

miraculously he stuck with me through all our results when we kept scoring in the 30’s and 

gradually we have improved especially playing the online Bridge. He also introduced me to 

playing Green point Competitions and we gradually accumulated smidgeons of Green points. 

Thank you so much Roy. 

I also started playing with Terry Jones on a Wednesday at about the same time and we had 

some very up and downy results mainly because we kept forgetting our complicated 



conventions (and my ever continuing bad card play) Terry kept passing my Inverted minor 

raises and Lebensohl kept falling to pieces, I couldn’t get to grips with the 2D responses in 

Multi-Landy and Terry will laugh at our efforts on the Texas Transfer. This is basically a 

high level transfer after an opening 1NT so 1NT-4D is a transfer to hearts and 1NT-4H is a 

transfer to Spades. How many times did we (or me) forget it and end up playing in 4 of 

something where we had no cards in the suit. Then we tried Multi-2 diamond and I kept 

forgetting the 2NT opening showing both minors. Anyway I think we more or less enjoyed 

ourselves. Thanks Terry. 

I also played a bit with Daniel but I was too frightened to play the cards in defence  because 

every one I tried to play I had to see if he was going to be very annoyed or just explode BUT 

we did get some good results and I see we did have a partnership grade of a Jack. 

I played on and off with Frank over my 5 years in bridge  and we did OK although he got 

very annoyed sometimes with my silly card play mainly discarding cards I needed from hand 

or dummy. Thank you Frank for all your help. 

Anyway that seems to be about it. I would dearly have loved to carry on playing but I 

suppose at least I shall never have to grow old. After 5 years I think I FINALLY managed to 

remember most of the conventions. However I drove Roy (and Terry) ragged adding all sorts 

of new ones I came across in my reading like the defence to Unusual 2NT, known as Unusual 

versus Unusual, some uncommon responses to Michaels’ and most recently NAMYATS!!   

By the way Russ, if you were still wondering I bought the clock that is in the kitchen. They 

had a really nice one at Richmond Bridge Club where I once went to hear Paul Mendelsohn 

lecture so I thought I’d get one for the Deva. 

Thank you everybody at the Bridge Club for being so friendly. I shall miss everything and 

everyone. 

I’ll forward this on to my husband to send on to all of you. 

Julia.  

November 27th, 2020. 


